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Forces and Motion IBII
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Two natural states of motion
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3. Why do you feel thrown backwards when a car starts up quickly from rest? Are you

really thrown backward? What is actually going on?

4. Why do you feel thrown forward when a speeding car stops abruptly? Are you really
thrown forward? What is actually going on?
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a) Which object has more of a tendency to remain at rest? ft
b) Which object has nrore of a resistance to cl'ranging its state? ft
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c) Which object has nrore inertia?

d) Which object has more mass?
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Isaac Newton IB 11
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4. 'What did it contain?

a)

Above is the title page of Isaac Newton's greatest work b)
and one of the most influential books in all of science'
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Newton's Three Laws of Motion (original version translated from Latin)

,,Every object persist.s in il.s stctte of rest or uniþrm moliot't in a.straighl Iine unless il is compellecl to change thot state b|t

forces impressed on il."

,,The alteration oJ'motio¡ is eyer proporlioncrl to the ntotiveforce itnpressed; and is made in the direction of the right line in

which thatforce is imPressetl."

,,To every action lhere is altvay,s oppo,sed crn eclucrl reaction; or llte rntilttal actions of hvo bodies ttpon each other are ahvays

equal, and directed to contrary parls."

Newton's First Law of Motion (Law of Inertia)

An object at rest remains at rest and an object in motion remains in motion at

a constant spãed in a straight line (constant velocity) unless acted on by unbalanced forces.

N# Forrcs = Ø/{ ¿r = øN

Newton's Second Law of Motion (Force Law)

When unbalanced forces act on an object, the object will accelerate in the direction

of the resultant force. The acceleration is directly proportional to the resultant force

and inversely proportional to the mass of the object
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Newton's Thircl Law of Motion (Action-Reaction Law)

when rwo objecrs (A and o,,ïl;'J;j;::ì,1;i.J:T:iå;iï]s on B is eqr.rar and opposite
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On the chart above, rank the fundamental forces from strongest to weakest.

Identifying Forces: Free-Body Diagrams

What is a "free-body diagram?"
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Balanced and Unbalanced Forces IB 1I

A weight ìs hung over a pulley by a string that is attached to a cart. The weight is dropped.
ar.

1. What will happen to the cart? Why? oæo
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2. What will change if a heavier weight is used?
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3. What will change if a heaviçr cart is used?
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A second weight is now hung over a pulley by a string pulling on the cart in the opposite direction.

4. What will happen to the cart if weight #l is heavier than weight #2?
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5. What will happen to the cart if weight #2 is heavier than weight #1?
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6. V/hat will happen to the cart if both weights are the same?
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